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Lammhults develops and markets modern furniture of international design for companies with high demands on quality and design.  
We cooperate with some of the leading contemporary furniture designers. What we accomplish together shall be elegant, effective  
and eco-friendly. Lammhults is part of Lammhults Design Group.
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During Designers Saturday, September 8-10, Swedish design company Lammhults laun-
ches the waste paper bins Boss & Mini Boss at Berg Studio in Oslo. Nature and recycling 
has been the source of inspiration in designer Tuva Rivedal Tjugens design process.

As a result of Lammhults X-WORKS project, where five design students were chosen to have access to Lammhults 
product development team during a year, Boss & Mini Boss, two playful waste paper bins with associations to 
nature are now launched. That Norwegian designer Tuva Rivedal Tjugen has found her inspiration from nature is 
reflected in the pine cone shaped design and the overlapping steel layers resembling tree bark. 

Tuva Rivedal Tjugen, about Boss: “Boss is a waste paper bin focusing on recycling. It’s designed to give associations to 
nature, with the hope that it will inspire people to take care of our environment.” 

The choice of the ambigious name ”Boss” which means rubbish in norwegian concludes Tuva’s vision for the 
product. It should be obvious to throw your rubbish in the bin and to achive that it needs to demand attention in its 
surroundings, ”like a boss”. 

Boss and Mini Boss are made of thin steel sheet, powder coated in a 
number of colours, and has a matching lid alternatively a lid in 
polished brass for a more exklusive touch. Both have a removable 
lid that covers the waste bag in a simple and neat way.
The large bin contains a removable bucket that collects any liquid. 

By combining a clear but organic expression, Boss stands out and catches the eye creating an inviting and fresh 
contribution in its surroundings. The waste paper bin comes in two sizes, the larger one is well suited for public 
environments and offices and the smaller one, Mini Boss, is an excellent choice for the personal workplace or home 
office. Separation at source can be clarified by selecting different colours on the bins for different materials.

Designers Saturday in Oslo is an annual recurring design event where the main actors in design and furnis-
hings open up to their exhibitions in Oslo. This year we celebrate the 30th anniversary. Lammhult’s agent Berg 
Studio has been with the company annually since its inception and at the present address, Lammhult’s products 
have been shown since 1994.


